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ABSTRACT
The processes of machining have vital influence on the operating properties of machine parts because they ensure the formation of the required geometrical structure
of the working surfaces and the condition of the top layer. In this paper the influence
of emulsion mist parameters on Ra, Rz and RSm surface roughness parameters is described when finishing the turning of C45 carbon steel. It was found that cutting parameters have considerably greater influence on roughness parameters in comparison
with emulsion mist conditions. When increasing cutting speed from 100 to 300 m/min
Ra and Rz values decrease nearly 2 times, but RSm value does not depend on speed.
When increasing feed rate from 0.1 to 0.2 mm/rev Ra, Rz and RSm values increase
more than twice. Changes of emulsion mass flow and compressed air flow affect
roughness parameters reach 9–15% of maximum. It was shown that Parameter Space
Investigation method can be used efficiently for quick analysis of tested parameters
and optimization of their values.
Keywords: surface roughness, turning, cutting parameters, emulsion mist.

INTRODUCTION
Processes of machining have vital influence
on the operating properties of machine parts because they ensure the formation of the required
geometrical structure of the working surfaces
and the condition of the top layer. It is stated
in literature that 70-80% of the total changes of
surface wear resistance result from changes of
roughness parameters of friction surfaces [4].
In the conditions of technically dry friction, the
greatest influence is that of the vertical roughness
parameters and the material contribution, while
the horizontal parameters have more influence
on the surface wear resistance under the conditions of boundary friction and in the presence of
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a lubricant [17]. Under such conditions, an increase of the Ra parameter by 30 times results in
the friction coefficient increase by 2 times. The
influence of roughness on the conditions of friction and wear have been discussed in [10, 11] for
silicon, in [1] for ceramics, in [15] for pure metals, in [3] for carbon steel and titanium alloy and
in [14, 18] for hardened steel. Broad analysis of
the possibility of assessment and prediction of
the functional properties of surfaces manufactured in various machining processes basing on
the 2D and 3D surface roughness parameters can
be found in [18].
Selecting adequate machining parameters,
cutting edge angles, as well as introducing
cooling and lubricating agents (most often ma-
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Fig. 1. The principal scheme of Lenox Micronizer unit to create emulsion mist

chining fluids), one can ensure the desired values of the machined surface roughness. Cooling and lubrication fluids are used in cutting
processes to improve the tribological properties of the processes which always occur on the
contact surface between the tool point and the
machined object. Different methods for introducing fluids into contact zone can be used,
particularly the minimum quantity cooling
lubricant (MQCL) or the minimum quantity
lubricant (MQL) methods as an alternative to
flood lubricating system [6, 7, 12]. To compensate low cooling ability, i.e. to dissipate larger
amounts of heat from the cutting zone, instead
of oil, water based emulsion can be used,
which is the main active medium in the MQCL
method [7]. It was found that MQCL method
causes the reduction of the machined surface
roughness [9].
In many scientific works, the influence of
the parameters of oil or emulsion mist formation on the total surface wettability, i.e. on the
number and diameter of droplets supplied to
the cutting zone, has been investigated [5, 8,
13]. It was found that, in the MQL method,
the most important parameters influencing
the conditions of oil mist formation is the air
pressure [5, 13]. That is why the authors have
attempted to find out how the parameters of
emulsion mist formation in the MQL method
influence selected roughness parameters of
a machined surface after the process of AISI

1045 steel turning. Hence, the aim of this paper is to present the influence of emulsion mist
parameters on the selected surface roughness
parameters when finish turning.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
C45 EN 10083-2:2006 carbon steel (AISI
1045 carbon steel) was tested. This steel is recommended as standard by ISO 3685:1993 [2].
The universal lathe and the cutter with
SDBM2020M12 holder and SNUN 120408 inserts were used in the study. The inserts were
made of P25 carbide and had the rake angle
equal -8°, flank angle of 8°, major cutting edge
angle of 70°, minor cutting edge angle of 20°
and nose radius equal 0.8 mm.
The study was realized with constant cutting
depth ap = 1 mm and with feed rate f = 0.05–0.3 mm/
rev, cutting speed vc = 100–300 m/min.
The active medium in the MQCL method
was WEDOLIT K-910 emulsion with 5% concentration. To create emulsion mist, Lenox Micronizer unit was used, whose scheme is presented in Figure 1. The air working pressure
was equal 0.48 MPa, mass flow of emulsion E =
0.024–1.645 g/min and compressed air volume
flow was equal P = 1.2–5.8 l/min.
The roughness measurement was made with
TR-200 device and next parameters were studied: arithmetic mean deviations of the assessed
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3 shows typical surface profilograms AISI 1045 steel elements after finish
turning with various feeds and cutting speeds.
The results of the measurements were subjected to statistical treatment, and then multivariate regression equations were obtained:
Fig. 2. Design of experiment – projection of the seven
examination points on the X1 – X2 and X2 – X3 axes

profile Ra, maximum heights of the assessed
profile Rz and mean widths of profile elements
of the assessed profile RSm.
The Parameter Space Investigation (PSI)
method [16] was used to define regression equations. The method consists in such situating of
experimental points in the multidimensional
space that their projections onto X1-X2, X2-X3,...,
Xi-Xj axes were on equal distances from each
other (Fig. 2). Table 1 presents variables of investigation points for PSI method.
Table 1. Coordinates of experimental points for PSI
method
Factors

Nr of point
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X1

0.8

0.4

1.21

1.42

0.62

1.02

0.2

X2

2.9

4.9

2.4

3.9

1.2

2.4

5.9

X3

200

150

250

225

175

300

100

X4

0.15

0.122

0.18

0.10

0.20

0.135

0.167

Ra = 198P -0,022ƒ 1,03 vc-0,566 [µm]

(1)

Rz = 724P -0,055ƒ 0,583 vc-0,659 [µm]

(2)

RSm = 1,26E -0,031P -0,014ƒ1,049 [mm]

(3)

where: E – emulsion flow [g/min], 		
P – air flow [l/min],
f – feed [mm/rev],
vc – cutting speed [m/min].
The diagrams of changes of the tested roughness parameters of the machined surface, depending on cutting speed vc based on the regression equations are presented in Figure 4. When
analyzing diagrams, it can be observed that the
effects of cutting speed and feed rate are considerably greater in comparison with emulsion mist
parameters.
The PSI method allows probing factor space
in order to assess trends in the test parameters
changes. Examples of such testing are introduced in Figure 5. It can be seen, when using
PSI method the areas of minimal values of tested
roughness parameters may be found without any
calculating.

Fig. 3. Profile records of machined surfaces: a) f = 0.1 mm/obr; vc = 200 m/min; b) f = 0.1 mm/rev;
vc = 100 m/min; c) f = 0.2 mm/rev; vc = 200 m/min; d) f = 0.2 mm/rev; vc = 300 m/min
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

Fig. 4. The impact of turning conditions on surface roughness parameters: a) Ra(f), b) Ra(vc), c) Ra(E),
d) Rz(f), e)Rz(vc), f) Rz(E), g) RSm(vc), h) RSm(E)

CONCLUSIONS
The results of testing surface roughness after finishing the turning of AISI1045 carbon steel
show that cutting parameters have considerably
greater influence on roughness parameters in comparison with emulsion mist conditions. When increasing cutting speed from 100 to 300 m/min Ra
and Rz values decrease nearly 2 times but RSm
value does not depend on speed. When increasing

feed rate from 0.1 to 0.2 mm/obr Ra, Rz and RSm
values increase more than 2 times. The mass emulsion flow does not effect on Ra and Rz values, and
conversely, if the mass flow rate of the emulsion
increases 80 times, RSm value decreases by 15%.
Increasing compressed air volume flow about 5
times decrease roughness parameters 2 – 9%. Parameter Space Investigation method can be used
for quick analysis of the tested parameters and optimization of their values.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Fig. 5. Some results of probing factor space after finish turning of C45 steel: a) Ra - E(P), b) Ra - vc(f),
c) Rz E(P), d) Rz - vc(f), e) RSm - E(P), f) RSmm - vc(f)
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